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City'recounts'the'realistic'tale'of'human'development'in'a'naturally'established'area'and'the'constant'shift'in'competitive'success'between'humans'and'nature'throughout'the'process'of'inhabitation.''Hesse'tells'the'tale'in'three'parts:'period'one;'initial'human'establishment'in'untouched'land,'period'two;'golden'age'of'human'development,'and'period'three;'decline'of'human'intervention'and'the'rebirth'of'nature. ' The'first'period'is'when'the'initial'establishment'of'human'presence'in'an'untouched'natural'area'takes'place.''In'this'period,'the'beginnings'of'institutions'are'founded,'culture'starts'to'emerge,'and'political'power'thrives'out'of'a'transformed'natural'area.''Hesse'describes'some'of'the'“firsts”'as'the'story'begins:'“the'first'airplane'shrieked'through'the'horrified'land.'The'first'rifle'shot'thundered'and'echoed'in'the'mountains.'The'first'anvil'sounded,'with'a'high'pitch'from'the'quick'pounding'of'the'hammer“'(Hesse'43).''Hesse'highlights'the'spread'of'new'establishments'increasingly'occurring'everyday,'“cutting'through'wilderness”'(Hesse'44)'and'causing'wild'species'to'move'away. ' The'second'period'of'Hesse’s'tale'describes'its'journey'from'its'beginnings'of'success'to'its'dominating'period'of'prosperity,'which'I'think'can'be'better'described'as'the'golden'age,'a'time'period'featuring'prosperous'amounts'of'successful'human'development'in'an'already'inhabited'area.''During'this'period,'major'institutions'like'universities,'government'buildings,'theaters,'churches,'railroad'lines,'and'culture'were'all'not'only'established,'but'triumphant.''In'the'midst'of'these'establishments,'an'unexpected'
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Completing$the$Cycle Throughout'my'own'process,'I'wanted'to'maintain'the'cyclical'structure'of'Hesse’s'story.''Even'though'each'period’s'location'is'positioned'around'the'pond'so'that'when'traveling'among'the'three'locations'the'pathway'created'is'naturally'a'circle,'I'constantly'questioned'my'ability'to'make'these'connections'from'the'perspective'of'the'audience.''When'trying'to'put'myself'in'the'audience’s'shoes,'I'attempted'to'imagine'what'it'would'be'like'to'enter'the'site'hoping'to'see'the'entire'performance.''Some'solutions'I'thought'about'incorporating'included'creating'individual'maps'for'each'audience'member'that'highlighted'the'three'locations,'using'a'performer'as'a'guide'that'would'lead'the'audience'to'the'locations,'or'having'the'performers'leave'a'trail'of'the'small'wood'blocks'for'the'audience'to'follow.''My'greatest'challage'was'the'fact'that'because'this'is'a'site^specific'work'in'a'public'space,'it'is'nearly'impossible'to'predict'how'the'audience'will'observe,'engage,'and'react'to'the'performance.''It'is'very'different'than'a'performance'on'a'proscenium'stage'where'you'can'be'very'direct'about'what'you'would'like'the'audience'to'focus'on'and'see'specifically. After'a'few'showings'and'receiving'feedback'from'faculty'and'classmates,'I'realized'the'importance'of'incorporating'the'audience'in'the'performance.''I'wanted'the'audience'to'feel'as'if'they'can'look'closely,'interact,'and'feel'free'to'roam'from'location'to'location'throughout'the'performance.''I'recognized'that'this'may'not'be'an'easy'feat'to'accomplish,'so'my'first'thought'was'to'leave'a'basket'of'the'small'wood'blocks'at'the'bottom'of'the'hill'of'the'arboretum'entrance'with'basic'instructions,'which'were'mentioned'previously,'to'take'a'block'and'follow'its'pathway,'whatever'it'may'be.'' 
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After'more'conversation'post^showing,'it'became'clear'that'I'would'need'one'or'more'“plants”'in'the'audience.''Their'role'would'be'to'interact'as'much'as'possible'throughout'the'entire'performance'without'their'role'being'obvious.''For'example, I'would'like'to'set'up'small'structures,'similar'to'those'built'by'Mauri,'randomly'along'the'pathways'that'connect'each'period.''Based'on'the'involvement'of'the'faux'audience'members,'people'might'be'obliged'to'place'their'own'block'atop'of'the'structure,'adding'to'its'design.''I'realized'that'the'sensations'in'a'lot'of'the'periods'might'be'important'to'share'with'the'audience.''I'wanted'to'include'random'piles'of'these'blocks'throughout'the'areas'between'periods,'so'perhaps'people'would'be'inclined'to'create'their'own'unique'structures.''I'hope'to'encourage'the'audience'to'stand'as'close'to'the'performers'as'they’d'like,'especially'in'the'first'and'the'last'periods.''I'encouraged'the'faux'audience'members'to'observe'Mauri’s'task'closely.''The'same'goes'for'the'third'period,'where'audience'members'could'be'engaged'by'participating'in'the'decomposition'of'the'cities'by'assisting'Maia'in'her'deconstruction.''I'wanted'to'have'Maia'do'the'majority'of'the'deconstruction'herself,'but'I'would'also'like'to'see'if'the'faux'audience'members'could'encourage'others'to'help'Maia'by'walking'on'the'flattened'cardboard'while'also'taking'down'and'unfolding'the'boxes,'whether'or'not'they'are'given'to'the'audience'directly'from'Maia,'or'even'laying'down'with'Maia'on'the'cardboard'to'feel'the'same'ambiances'she'senses. ' In'terms'of'the'pathway'and'decision'making'that'could'occur'on'part'of'the'audience,'I'hoped'to'encourage'them'to'stay'at'each'period'of'the'cycle'for'as'long'as'they'
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personally'desire,'like'a'promenade'performance.''I'thought'this'could'be'accomplished'best'by'using'the'faux'audience'to'come'and'go'for'extremely'short'amounts'of'time,'and'some'staying'at'the'periods'and'watching'for'longer'amounts'of'time.''I'also'highlight'this'desire'in'the'direction'cards'that'were'given'at'the'beginning'of'the'performance.''After'the'final'showing'before'the'final'performance,'I'realized'that'I'would'need'a'bit'more'direction'in'order'for'the'audience'to'feel'more'comfortable'making'independent'decisions'about'when'and'where'they'could'move.''I'chose'to'create'direction'cards'that'the'audience'would'take'along'with'a'small'wood'block'at'the'beginning/entrance'of'the'performance.''With'regard'to'all'audience'members'seeing'the'performance'no'matter'when'they'leave'each'period,'the'performers'will'carry'on'with'their'tasks'continuously'for'one'hour,'which'takes'about'two'full'runs'for'each'period.''Although'there'may'be'times'in'which'the'performers'are'not'witnessed,'the'idea'was'that'the'performance'is'cyclical,'always'continuing,'and'constant—just'as'Hesse’s'cycle'is'with'the'establishments,'developments,'and'downfalls'of'societies. 
 
& &
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Reflections&and&Discoveries Looking'back'to'where'I'was'with'regard'to'this'project'one'year'ago,'it'is'very'clear'that'this'work'has'evolved'tremendously'throughout'the'entire'process.''The'development'and'final'performance'of'my'work'has'made'me'reflect'on'this'past'year'of'research'and'the'discoveries'I'have'made.''Completing'the'final'performance'has'given'me'even'more'perspective'to'the'transparency,'relevance,'and'importance'of'my'work'than'I'had'prior'to'starting'the'process.'With'feedback'from'the'of'the'audience,'I'was'able'to'not'only'reaffirm'my'personal'beliefs'about'the'piece,'but'also'develop'my'feelings'and'thoughts'about'how'the'performance'could'be'perceived'in'a'different'light.'''Some'overall'perceptions'of'the'piece'circled'around'the'concept'of'development'and'stages.''The'beauty'of'the'images'of'each'period'was'described'as'striking'for'most'people.''For'example,'one'audience'member'reflected'on'her'focus'in'the'first'period'and'on'the'pathways.''Because'the'delicacy'of'the'blocks'forced'her'to'zoom'into'the'details'of'the'space'overall,'there'was'constant'encouragement'for'the'viewer'to'observe'spatial'features'they'might'not'have'once'noticed.''Within'the'first'period,'some'audience'members'had'other'thoughts:''“she'was'animal^like'and'was'tending'to'her'nest”,'she'was'a'“god^like'figure”,'or'she'was'“building'homes'for'tiny'people'to'live'in”.''In'the'second'period,'one'audience'member'referred'to'the'dancers'
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hanging'from'the'beams'as'“corporate'gargoyles”,'which'I'thought'to'be'the'perfect'title'for'their'role'in'the'performance.''The'final'section,'which'lasted'the'longest'amount'of'time,'seemed'to'have'the'biggest'impact'on'the'audience.''There'was'a'great'deal'of'audience'interaction,'and'people'seemed'to'be'more'willing'and'open'to'taking'risks,'which'in'the'end'enhanced'the'overall'performance.''The'concept'of'interconnectedness'really'came'into'fruition'in'this'section'where'people'were'interacting'and'making'strong'connections'without'instruction'from'anyone.''People'were'very'inclined'to'deconstruct'the'boxes,'lay'or'sit'with'Maia'when'the'deconstruction'was'complete,'or'even'build'their'own'structures'from'the'flattened'boxes.''Perhaps'it'was'due'to'their'less'delicate'nature'when'compared'with'the'small'wooden'blocks,'people'were'more'inclined'to'interact.''I'genuinely'enjoyed'hearing'about'the'different'interpretations'of'my'work.''Although'they'were'not'always'the'exact'meaning'I'had'put'behind'each'choice,'all'of'the'analyses'seemed'to'have'a'common'thread,'which'was'the'process'of'development,'the'checks'and'balances'that'come'along'with'development,'and'the'process'of'moving'onward'once'it'is'time'to'development'elsewhere.'My'personal'experience'viewing'the'final'performance'brought'up'some'noteworthy'reflections'about'site^specific'work.''I'want'to'reflect'about'the'audience’s'reactions'within'the'performance.''My'perspective'about'the'audience’s'role'has'shifted'dramatically,'
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especially'after'seeing'the'progression'of'the'audience’s'feelings'of'comfort'during'the'final'performance'go'from'hesitant'to'fully'willing'to'partake.''Many'people'said'they'wanted'to'interact'from'the'start'of'the'first'period,'but'were'unsure'of'what'time'would'be'most'appropriate.''Many'audience'members'seemed'to'feel'the'most'comfortable'when'altering'and'adding'to'the'block'structures'along'the'path'in'a'similar'way'that'Mauri'had'been'doing.''After'seeing'the'major'role'the'audience'played'in'the'final'period,'I'now'feel'as'though'the'audience’s'role'is'not'always'just'to'witness'a'work,'but'often'times,'the'input'of'the'audience'is'actually'a'crucial'aspect'of'the'overall'work.'Another'remarkable'finding'I'confronted'throughout'the'process'was'the'nature'of'unpredictability'in'site^specific'work.''Unpredictability'ended'up'being'a'more'impactful'factor'for'the'rehearsal'process'than'I'had'ever'anticipated.''Interestingly'enough,'these'random'weather'patterns'had'a'surprising'amount'of'relevance'to'my'work'as'well'as'Hermann'Hesse’s'story.''Due'to'the'abnormally'cold'and'snowy'winter'as'well'as'a'rainy'spring,'nature'was'successful'on'many'occasions'in'hindering'my'ability'to'hold'rehearsals.''Often'times,'these'extremes'made'me'feel'as'though'I'was'fighting'a'losing'battle'against'the'environment.''Rather'than'simply'giving'up,'I'learned'to'adapt'to'these'challenges'or'move'onward,'similar'to'how'the'people'of'The$City'were'forced'to'adapt'to'the'aftermath'of'an'earthquake'or'the'deterioration'of'their'city.''Fortunately,'luck'was'on'my'side'for'the'final'performance,'and'the'work'was'performed'on'a'beautiful'sunny'afternoon.'
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Although'Hesse’s'model'for'development'within'the'context'of'nature'is'specific'to'
The$City,'I'would'like'to'note'that'the'statement'I'have'made'about'the'universality'of'the'three'periods'is'more'of'a'general'statement'regarding'our'world’s'developmental'history.''Consequently,'there'may'be'several'case'studies'or'real^life^examples'of'developed'civilizations'that'dispute'my'cyclical'stage'theory.''The'ability'to'adapt'to'change'is'a'concept'that'both'the'environment'and'humans'have'been'taking'part'in'all'throughout'history.'With'this'project,'I'have'been'able'to'participate'in'an'important'period'of'environmental'awareness'within'the'field'of'art.'The'world'is'currently'transitioning'from'the'geologic'epoch'of'Holocene,'an'era'of'early'civilization'development'through'modern'day,'to'Anthropocene.''This'new'epoch,'Anthropocene,'is'the'present^day'geological'era'in'which'humans'hold'responsibility'for'being'the'dominant'influence'on'climate'and'the'environment.''Now'that'we,'as'humans,'can'be'held'responsible'for'this'new'geologic'era,'I'think'it'is'important'to'observe'the'interconnectedness'between'nature'and'its'inhabitants,'or'humans'specifically.'''I'believe'it'is'imperative'to'focus'on'how'we'can'change'our'perspectives'and'practices'for'development'in'order'to'keep'both'humans’'and'nature’s'future'sustainable'and'successful.''I'am'thankful'that'I'have'been'able'to'express'my'thoughts,'research,'and'findings'through'a'multidisciplinary'approach,'which'has'included'dance,'environmental'studies,'and'fictional'short'stories.  
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Film&' Two'films'were'created'in'order'to'document'the'performance.''One'film'was'shot'during'the'dress'rehearsal'on'Sunday,'April'19th,'2015'the'entire'performance'ran'for'53'minutes,'but'the'film'has'been'condensed.''Another'film'features'clips'of'footage'from'the'final'performance'on'Tuesday,'April'21st,'2015,'which'features'two'full'walk^throughs'of'the'piece.''The'footage'of'the'performances'can'be'found'in'the'back'of'this'book'and'online'at'https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxpLffwmyDM'and'https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Duc9bhQ_2QA.'& &
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